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We prove that if there exists an Hadamard matrix of order k, then for sufficiently 
large odd prime powers q there exists a GH(kq; EA(q)). © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note q will always denote an odd prime power; p will always 
denote an odd prime; and EA(q) will denote the elementary abelian group 
of order q. We let GH(n; G) denote a generalised Hadamard matrix of 
order n over the group G. 
Generalised Hadamard matrices are of interest in design theory, finite 
geometry, and coding theory (see section 4 of [4]): among the com- 
binatorial structures which are directly derivable from any generalised 
Hadamard matrix are series of resolvable and non-resolvable transversal 
designs with maximal or nearly maximal number of groups, large sets of 
mutually orthogonal F-squares, orthogonal arrays with a large numbers of 
groups (Theorem 4.1. of [4]), and (n, M=qn, d= (q-1)n/q)q-ary error- 
correcting codes where the number of codewords M is maximised 
(Theorem 4.5, 4.6. and 4.7. of [4]). 
In 1979, D. Jungnickel [6] and D. J. Street [-8] independently obtained 
constructions for GH(2q;EA(q)). Later J. E. Dawson [2] generalised 
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the method of construction and proved the existence of a GH(4q; EA(q)) 
for all odd q>~9. In unpublished work W. de Launey [3] exhibited 
GH(2t3;EA(3)) for all t>~ 1. In a survey paper de Launey I-4] discussed 
Dawson's approach and conjectured that GH(4tq; EA(q)) exist for all t >~ 1 
and prime powers q. In this paper, we prove the following theorem. 
1.1. THEOREM. Suppose there exists an Hadamard matrix of order k. For 
sufficiently large odd prime powers q there exists a GH(kq; EA(q)). 
In Section 2, we show how the existence of a GH(4tq; EA(q)) follows if 
the quadratic haracter )~ on GF(q) has a certain property. When q is an 
odd prime p our requirement is that certain subsequences of length k 
appear in the Legendre sequence {(~)}i=1 ..... p 1. 
In Section 3, we show how results used in the study of the distribution 
of quadratic residues may be applied to show our requirement always is 
met when q is large. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION FOR GENERALISED HADAMARD MATRICES 
The construction below is rather closely related to Theorem 1 of.J2]. 
However, it is best to give a direct proof. Whenever k is a positive integer, 
we let K= {0, 1 ..... k -  1}. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let k be a positive integer, and let q be an odd prime power. 
Let fo , f l ,  ...,fk 1, go, gl, ..., gk- 1 be 2k distinct elements of GF[q] such 
that f~ is non-zero for all i ~ K, and suppose the matrix 
(z(f~-&))i, j~K 
is an Hadamard matrix of order k. Let H = (Ho) be the k x k block matrix 
with 
z 2 + 2xz +f~ lgjx2 
(H~j)xz = Z-  gj 
Then H is a GH(kq; EA(q)) written additively. 
Proof We must show that any two distinct rows of H are orthogonal. 
Let Ho.=(h(i ,x, j ,z))  . . . .  GFCql, and let d( i , l , x ,y , j , z )=h( i ,x ,  Lz ) -  
h(l ,y, j ,z).  We must show that, whenever ( i , x )¢ ( l ,y ) ,  the term 
d(i, l, x, y,j, z) takes each value in GF[q] exactly k times as (j, z) ranges 
through the elements of GF[q] × K. 
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d(i,l,x,y,j,z)= (~)x-Y (2z+&f,7'(x+y)). (2.1) 
If i# l, then re - f1  # O, and after some careful calculation we find 
f ' - f '  ( (fl--gj) x - ( f~-&)Y)  _~ d( i , l ,x ,y, j ,z)=@_&)(ft_&) z+ 
+ ~ (ftf2~x2+f~f[ly2-2xy). (2.2) 
By (2.1), when i=l and x#y,  d(i, l, x,y,j, z) takes each value in GF[q] 
exactly once whenever z ranges over GF[q] and j is fixed. When (2.2) 
applies, d(i, l, x,y,j, z) is of the form 
c%(z +/~i0xy) 2 + 7gtxy. 
As z takes each value in GF[q], the term (z+fliOxy) 2 ranges over the 
quadratic residues of GF[q] exactly twice and takes the value 0 once. 
Hence, because 7~txy is independent of z and j, d(i, l, x,y,j, z) has the 
required distribution if and only if, for all i, l e K with i ¢ l, 
Z =°. 
jcK 
Noting that the f ,  are distinct, and that (z(fg-&)) is a Hadamard matrix 
completes the proof. | 
3. A PSEUDO-RANDOMNESS PROPERTY OF THE QUADRATIC CHARACTER 
Fix a positive integer k, and let q be an odd prime power greater than k. 
We let )~ denote the quadratic character; so that Z(c)=c ~q-1)/2 for all 
e ~ GF[q]. Now let go, gl, ..., gk-1 be distinct elements of GF[q], and let 
denote the 1, - 1 k-tuple %el "'" ek ~. We let N(e) denote the number of 
values c e GF[q] such that 
gi= )((c--gi), 
for all i = 0, 1, ..., k - 1. This function has received a deal of attention from 
number theorists (see the references on p. 257 of [7] ) .  We will need to 
examine the behaviour of the following related function as q becomes large. 
M(e)=N(e)+ N(-e). 
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A technique for obtaining bounds on the function N involves bounds on 
certain character sums. We will use the following result taken from [5]. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let q be a prime power, and let t be an integer, 1 <~ t < q. 
Let Z1, Z2 ..... Z, be multiplicative characters on GF[q] with some Xi#Zo 
where Zo is the principal character. Further, let h 1, h2, ..., ht be distinct 
elements of GF[q] and put 
Then 
S= ~ zl(a+hl)z2(a+h2)...zt(a+h,). 
a E GF[q]  
ISI <~ ( t -  to -  1) ql/2 + to + 1, 
where to is the number of characters Z~ such that Z~ = Zo. 
We now use a standard argument o prove the following lemma. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let k >~ 8 be an integer, and let q be a prime power. I f  
q>( (k_2)  2k 2 k (k_ l  ) )2 
2 +3 , 
then M(e) is positive for all 1, - 1 k-tuples ~. 
Proof Let q satisfy the statement of the lemma. Let go, gl ..... gk - t  be 
distinct elements of GF[q]. Note that 
+ ~lx(c- g3 = ti 
1 
Hence (cf. [ 1 ]) 
if Z(c -g i )=e i  
if Z(c -g i )=O 
if Z(c -g i )= -e i  
cEGF[q]  i i~K 
where [eJ ~< k2 k-  1. (We note that, for any given c, only one of the products 
can make a positive contribution to the error term e.) It is well known that, 
whenever a # b, 
Z(c -- a) Z(c - b) = - 1. 
c c GF[q]  
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Hence 
2kM(~) = e + 2q -- k(k - 1 ) 
+ 2 2 2 (e O) ~ Z(c-g,fl . 
4<~t<~k 0~<il ~<i2~ < . . .<~it~k--1 j= l  e~GF[q] 
So, by Lemma 3.1, 
IM(Q--q21-kl~< e+k(k-1)+2 ~ (~)((t-1)ql/2+l) . 
4~t~k 
A routine calculation gives 
t even 
(k)((t--1)ql/2 + l) 
4<~t<~k 
=ql/2((k_2)2k_ 2 k(k-1) ) 2k_ 1 k(k--1) 
~ + 1  + 2 1. 
So 
IM(~)-q21-kl ~<~k ( (k+2)2  k - l -2+qm((k -2 )2k - l -k (k  - 1)+2)).  
If q > ((k - 2) 2 k-2 - k(k - 1)/2 + 3) 2 and k >/8, then the right hand side is 
less than q21-k and M(e) is always positive. | 
This technical result allows us to prove the existence of generalised 
Hadamard matrices. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Suppose there exists an Hadamard matrix of order k. 
Then for all odd prime powers q>~((k--2)2k-2)  there exists a 
GH(kq; EA(q)). 
Proof An Hadamard matrix can only exist for k = 2 or positive k -0  
(rood 4). Because GH(2q; EA(q)) and GH(4q; EA(q)) are known for all 
prime powers q, we may suppose k/> 8. 
Let D be a Hadamard matrix of order k, and, for all i ~ K, let e ~i) denote 
the ( i+ 1)th row of D. By Lemma 3.2, for each i~K, there exists fl  and gi, 
with go = 0, such that, for all j ~ K, 
z( f~-gj)  =/ / "° ( i )  
where ai= +1. Hence the 1, -1  matrix whose ( i+ l)th row is a~e ~) is an 
Hadamard matrix of order k which is of the form 
(z(f,- gj)),.j~,,. 
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Note  that ;((f~ - ") -g j ) -e j  40 ;  so fo , f l  .... , f k - l ,0 ,  gl .... ,gk -1  are all 
distinct. Now apply Lemma 2.1. | 
Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of this corollary. 
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